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ABSTRACT
This article assesses how the discriminatory practice of racial profiling exists and can undermine a human rights-based system of immigration control in Northern Ireland. Post-Brexit there is a possibility that this practice may increase in Northern Ireland, given that it shares a border with another EU State. This article will centrally argue that immigration checks which take place on an ad-hoc basis in country should be prohibited because the risks of discriminatory practices are too high. However, if they are to take place, it will be contended that attempts to stop and question individuals for immigration checking should be subject to greater control and accountability. For example, by restricting the remit under which checks can take place, and by increasing the powers of PONI to receive complaints concerning immigration agents. This article will explore whether enhanced surveillance of Border Force could take place by requiring agents to wear body-worn cameras.
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1. Introduction

The border between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland has been contentious since the establishment of the Northern Irish state. Due to political issues arising from the conflict it has, until relatively recently, been an area of enhanced military presence. However, in more recent times, the border has become almost invisible. Often the only indicators for anyone crossing it are changes in road markings where different styles and colours are used North and South. It is estimated that up to 30,000 people seamlessly cross the border into the Republic of Ireland each day from Northern Ireland. On the issue of trade, much of the ‘invisibility’ of border control has been facilitated through joint membership of the UK and Ireland to the European Union, which (at the time of writing) the United Kingdom may be leaving. On the issue of the migration of people, the Common Travel Area (CTA) which exists between the UK and Ireland has allowed the free travel of Irish and British persons to and from each state, as well as EU citizens.

The existence of an invisible border separating two states with different laws and customs may seem to be incongruous to an increasingly bordered and securitised western polity, where immigration control is increasing. For those interested in

increasing immigration controls in Northern Ireland and the UK, for non-British (including Northern Irish) or non-Irish persons travelling through Irish ports of entry, or across the Irish border, there are a duality of concerns which are possibly contradictory and unresolvable. On the one hand, because of the issues surrounding the peace process, as well as issues relating the economy and immigration, there is no wish to see a ‘hard border’ erected in Northern Ireland where passport controls or identity checks could be implemented. On the other hand, there are several groups who want to see border controls. The current United Kingdom government does not want to see the Irish border used as ‘back door’ for migrants to enter Britain, and this has led to the establishment of Operation Gull, which has been running for several years. This is designed to target ‘illegal migrants moving between Great Britain and the Irish Republic using the Irish land border and Northern Ireland as a route of illegal entry’.

Immigration officials working under Operation Gull have been accused, by the Migrant Rights Centre Ireland, of racially profiling individuals.

Racial profiling involves, in the context of immigration control, subjecting a person to additional checks because of their racial, religious or ethnic characteristics. It is contrary to human rights law. This article will look at this issue and will assess how racial profiling could be prevented. It will argue that where ad-hoc identity checks take place, in country, by state officials there will always be a danger of racial profiling. In relation to Northern Ireland, it will be argued that Operation Gull should cease, due to the high risk of discrimination. However, should it continue to take place, Border Force should be brought strongly under the remit of the police complaints mechanism - the Police Ombudsman for Northern Ireland. One of the central issues regarding racial profiling is evidencing that it is taking place. A suggestion to emerge from the United States is that body-worn cameras could be used by immigration officials to prevent

---

3 K Hayward (2017) ‘The Irish border is not a technical issue but a political one’ (LSE Brexit, 2017) 1-3.
abuses. This idea will be explored in this article, but ultimately dismissed due to concerns around how this could be an invasion into the privacy of those being stopped for immigration checks, and the dangers in how data could be utilised for future immigration control. This article is important because it looks at an issue which has been previously under-explored in academic literature. Additionally, it is temporally pertinent because racial profiling could increase in frequency when the UK leaves the European Union, as European Economic Area (EEA) migrants will no longer automatically be entitled to remain and travel in the United Kingdom. This article also has international relevance – racial profiling is not an issue confined to the UK or Ireland. It is widespread - you can find racial profiling in Spain, Germany, or across the Øresund between Denmark and Sweden.

This article will begin by conceptualising racial profiling, before discussing how it is prohibited under international human rights law, as well as the domestic law of the United Kingdom. It will then look at how people move between Ireland and the United Kingdom, and the issues created with regards to racial profiling. This article will assess how border controls are implemented within the United Kingdom, and how the wide remit immigration officials are given to question individuals creates an environment where there is the potential for discrimination. This article will also argue that there should be greater accountability of Border Force in Northern Ireland to the executive police complaints body – the Police Ombudsman of Northern Ireland (PONI). In addition, it will be assessed whether the enhanced surveillance of Border Force agents

---


could take place using body-worn cameras – it will ultimately conclude, within its context, that this is an undue interference into the privacy rights of individuals.

2. Conceptualising racial profiling

The issue of ethnic or ‘racial’ profiling first arose in the United States and was used to describe the police practice of stopping African American or Hispanic drivers in disproportionate numbers. The practice was based on the police singling out these communities as more likely to be involved in criminal activities.¹⁰ The decisive feature of racial profiling is that the law enforcement measures at stake are not directed against an individual or group based on their behaviour or on objective evidence, i.e., based on reasonable suspicion as the general principle of the rule of law would require, but rather based on their race, ethnicity, religion, etc (in this article we will use the phrase ‘racial profiling’ for short hand – which is the common method of describing this type of profiling).¹¹ Racial profiling may derive from legislation in a given country or region, but as Shutter and Ringelheim describe it may not necessarily take place as a result of a de jure requirement, but it can take place as part of de facto informal practice, based on officer’s memories, experiences or assumptions about the typical features of offenders,¹² or in this context in relation to individuals traversing borders. As a practice, racial profiling can occur both at the moment of targeting and during the processing of state actions, which can include searching, arresting or charging an individual on ethnic grounds.¹³ Applying the common understanding of racial profiling at borders, an officer identifies racial, religious or ethnic characteristics (or profile) of individuals and applies these to assess whether they are common characteristics of a person who resides in a State. He or she then uses their understanding of who does not match the local profile to select these people for immigration checking. Others who

---

¹² De Schutter and Ringelheim, supra n 10, at 362.
¹³ Open Society Justice Initiative, supra n 11.
match the typical profile of a person from the state will be excluded from the process. This means that individuals can be stopped for additional immigration checking, solely based on their racial, religious or ethnic profile. According to the last report of the Fundamental Rights Agency of the EU (EUFRA), racial profiling persists throughout the EU and is practised in all Member States.\(^{14}\)

3. Racial profiling and its legal prohibition

Racial profiling at borders engages several rights which are protected through international standards. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)\(^ {15}\) and the International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination 1969 (ICERD)\(^ {16}\) provide a general prohibition on discrimination.\(^ {17}\) The ICCPR, to which all EU member States are party, prohibits racial profiling as a violation of, among other rights, the right not to be discriminated against (Article 26), the right to freedom of movement (Article 12(1)) and the right to an effective remedy (Article 2(3)). In a case to come before the UN Human Rights Committee (HRC), *Williams Lecraft v Spain*,\(^ {18}\) which assessed whether an identity check to which the applicant had been subjected was an act of racial discrimination, it was stated:

When the authorities carry out such checks, the physical or ethnic characteristics of the persons subjected thereto should not by themselves be


\(^{17}\) Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights does not provide a general prohibition – it can only be invoked in conjunction with the finding of a breach of other substantive rights.

deemed indicative of their possible illegal presence in the country. Nor should they be carried out in such a way as to target only persons with specific physical or ethnic characteristics. To act otherwise would not only negatively affect the dignity of the persons concerned but would also contribute to the spread of xenophobic attitudes in the public at large and would run counter to an effective policy aimed at combating racial discrimination.\textsuperscript{19}

The HRC in this case also established that the main reason why the State had violated the rights of the applicant was that the check had been carried out ‘solely on the grounds of her racial characteristics and that these were the decisive factor in her being suspected of unlawful conduct’.\textsuperscript{20} The ICERD specifically provides that racial discrimination should be prohibited in the enjoyment of ‘the right to freedom of movement and residence within the border of the State’, and ‘the right to leave any country, including one’s own, and to return to one’s country’ (Article 5(d) i and ii). The Committee for the Elimination of Discrimination, which monitors the ICERD, has stated that racial profiling can amount to discrimination.\textsuperscript{21} In its General Recommendation no.31 of 2005,\textsuperscript{22} the Committee points out that:

\begin{quote}
States parties should take the necessary steps to prevent questioning, arrests and searches which are based solely on the physical appearance of a person, that person’s colour or features or membership of a racial or ethnic group, or any profiling which exposes him or her to greater suspicion.\textsuperscript{23}
\end{quote}

The Programme of Action adopted at the World Conference against Racism in 2001 also urged:

\begin{quote}
\vspace{1cm}
\end{quote}

\begin{flushright}
\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{19} \textit{ibid}, para 7.2. \\
\textsuperscript{20} \textit{ibid}, para. 7.4. \\
\textsuperscript{22} Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, \textit{General recommendation XXXI on the prevention of racial discrimination in the administration and functioning of the criminal justice system}, A/60/18, pp. 98-108 \\
\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Williams Lecraft v. Spain}, para. 20.
\end{footnotesize}
\end{flushright}
States to design, implement and enforce effective measures to eliminate the phenomenon popularly known as 'racial profiling' and comprising the practice of police and other law enforcement officers relying to any degree on race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin as the basis for subjecting persons to investigatory activities or for determining whether an individual is engaged in criminal activity.\textsuperscript{24}

Regarding the control of the external borders of the EU, Article 7.2 of the Schengen Borders Code\textsuperscript{25} provides that ‘[w]hile carrying out border checks, border guards shall not discriminate against persons on grounds of sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation’. Article 7.1(2) directs border guards that ‘[a]ny measures taken in the performance of their duties shall be proportionate to the objectives pursued by such measures’. These provisions clearly prohibit targeting individuals for checks based on race or ethnicity. The FRONTEX Code of Conduct also prohibits racial discrimination of any kind (however, FRONTEX do not operate within the UK or Ireland).\textsuperscript{26} On the European level, the prohibition of discrimination is also stipulated under Article 14 of the ECHR. This states:

The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this European Convention on Human Rights shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.\textsuperscript{27}

The European Court of Human Rights has held that this is a non-exhaustive list of grounds.\textsuperscript{28} Article 14 is 'parasitic', meaning that it only applies to 'rights and freedoms

\textsuperscript{26} Frontex, \textit{Frontex Code of Conduct: For all persons participating in Frontex activities} (Frontex, 2019) Article 2(f).
\textsuperscript{27} Article 14 European Convention on Human Rights
\textsuperscript{28} Andrejeva v. Latvia, App no 55707/00 (ECHR, 18 February 2009) para. 74 (emphasis added).
set forth’ in the Convention and its Protocols, and can only be found to be in breach when another substantive breach of another right or freedom has been found. It cannot be found to be in breach on its own.\(^\text{29}\) It is supplemented by Protocol 12 of the Convention, which entered into force in 2005, and is designed to fill the gap by providing a general prohibition against discrimination, not contingent on finding a breach of another substantive right. However, Protocol 12 has not been widely ratified to date. The United Kingdom has not signed the Protocol. The Republic of Ireland has signed the Protocol, but has not ratified it.\(^\text{30}\) This means that, in the case of the Irish border, anyone claiming discrimination in the UK or Ireland because of racial profiling in front of the European Court will need to be able to specify what Convention rights have been impacted upon as a result of discriminatory treatment before they can claim that they have been discriminated against under Article 14. Nevertheless, for some cases involving racial profiling in immigration control, applicants can make a successful claim that their rights to freedom of movement under Article 2 of Protocol 4 have been violated, in conjunction with Article 14, as happened in *Timishev v Russia*, discussed below.\(^\text{31}\) Article 2 of Protocol 4 guarantees movement within the state, but it does not guarantee the right for an alien to enter or to reside in a particular country,\(^\text{32}\) nor does it guarantee the rights of an illegal entrant.\(^\text{33}\) However, individuals who are lawfully residing within the state, who have been subjected to identity checks, can rely upon it where racial profiling is present.

In the case of in *Timishev v Russia* the applicant and his driver travelled by car from Nazran in the Republic of Ingushetia to Nalchik in the Kabardino-Balkar Republic.\(^\text{34}\) According to the applicant, his car was stopped at a checkpoint on the administrative border between Ingushetia and Kabardino-Balkar and he was refused entry, based on his Chechen ethnic origin.\(^\text{35}\) The Court found a violation of the

\(^30\) For a full list of signatures and ratifications see: <https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/177/signatures?p_auth=g9EYb5q5> accessed 01/06/2018.
\(^31\) *Timishev v Russia*, App nos. 55762/00 and 55974/00 (ECHR, 13 December 2005).
\(^32\) *Sisojeva v Latvia*, App no 60654/00 (ECHR, 15 January 2007), para 99.
\(^33\) *Paramanathan v FRG*, App no 12068/86 (ECHR, 1 December 1986).
\(^34\) *Timishev*, para 12.
\(^35\) ibid, para 13.
applicant’s freedom of movement under Article 2 of Protocol No. 4, because it ruled that the restriction had not been in accordance with the law. It also held that the applicant’s freedom of movement had been restricted solely on the grounds of his ethnic origin. The Court also found a violation of Article 14, establishing the European Court’s standard for racial profiling in immigration control, clearly stating:

No difference in treatment which is based exclusively or to a decisive extent on a person's ethnic origin is capable of being objectively justified in a contemporary democratic society built on the principles of pluralism and respect for different cultures.

This case is important because it appears to dispense with a proportionality requirement if law enforcement decisions are being made which discriminate on a person’s ethnic origin, if the person’s ethnic origin can be determined as a decisive criterion in decision-making. However, this entails that a difference in the treatment of an individual must be proven to at least a ‘decisive extent’. This means that a person’s ethnic origin can be a factor that can be taken into consideration, in the view of the European Court, if it is not decisive in creating a difference in treatment. In relation to this article, it prohibits individuals being stopped for identity checks in Northern Ireland who do not match a British or Irish profile, if it appears that this is the primary criteria for them being stopped. However, it leaves it open for some decision-making based on the perceived racial characteristics of the person having their identity checked, if it is a subsidiary consideration. If an immigration officer suggests that a person is acting suspiciously, and this is the primary reason for stopping them, rather than the person’s racial profile, then this is legal. This potentially gives an immigration officer a wide remit in stopping individuals to check their identity because, as we will discussed below, it will be up to them to decide as to whether someone is acting suspiciously or not.

The lack of case law in front of the European Court is notable. As discussed below, this is not because racial profiling does not take place. Rather, it appears to be difficult to prove, and therefore cases are less likely to come before the courts.

36 ibid, para 49.
37 ibid, para 59.
38 ibid, para 58.
Providing witness testimonies or recorded evidence may be difficult as identity checks can take place against targeted individuals in areas where they are in transit and immigration officers may be mobile (more of this will be discussed below). Therefore, it can be difficult for witnesses to note whether patterns are emerging. This makes the case of Timishev additionally problematic because providing proof that ethnicity is being used as a decisive criterion in immigration control will be difficult.

In the United Kingdom, it is noteworthy that the prohibition on public authorities to discriminate on grounds of race or ethnicity under the Race Relations (Amendment) Act, and its Northern Ireland equivalent, the Race Relations (Amendment) Regulations (Northern Ireland) Order 2003, does not apply to immigration authorities. Nevertheless, common law provides safeguards against the practice. In *R (European Roma Rights Centre) v Immigration Officer at Prague Airport*[^39^] it was held that immigration officers operating at Prague airport had discriminated on racial grounds against Roma seeking to travel. Lady Hale in this case stated:

> The whole point of the law is to require suppliers to treat each person as an individual, not as a member of a group. The individual should not be assumed to hold the characteristics which the supplier associates with the group, whether most members of the group do indeed have such characteristics, a process sometimes referred to as stereotyping.[^40^]

It was further considered:

> Immigration officials should have been given careful instructions in how to treat all would-be passengers in the same way, only subjecting them to more intrusive questioning if there was specific reason to suspect their intentions from the answers they had given to standard questions which were put to everyone. The system operated by immigration officers at Prague Airport was inherently and systemically discriminatory on racial grounds.[^41^]


[^40^]: ibid, para 74.

[^41^]: ibid, para 97.
This case clearly provides that everyone should be treated in the same way in immigration control. However, it relates to controls which can be applied to everyone, in an airport. This requires individuals to be stopped *en masse*, which may not take place when people are having their identity checked on an ad-hoc basis, where they can be stopped randomly. Nevertheless, the tenor of Lady Hale’s argument is that reasonable suspicion should form the basis of more invasive questioning, which is important for the unfolding arguments.

It is evident therefore that racial profiling is prohibited in Europe and in the law of the United Kingdom. Therefore, although it is unlikely that racial profiling can come before the courts as a *de jure* practice, a cautionary postscript can be added to the section for the post-Brexit world we are moving into. In the past racial profiling in the United States has been judicially authorised as a law enforcement measure, but is now illegal in ordinary law enforcement under the Guidance for Federal Law Enforcement Agencies Regarding the Use of Race, Ethnicity, Gender, National Origin, Religion, Sexual Orientation, Or Gender Identity. However, notably, it is explicitly stated in this document that this does not apply to border control. The New York Times has reported that this is because the Department of Homeland resisted efforts to limit the factors it can consider when looking for illegal immigrants. When racial profiling derives directly from the legal framework that regulates law enforcement itself, like it does in the United States, it amounts to an illegitimate suspension of the principle of rule of law. In such cases, immigration officers are given the power to put certain groups of people outside the protection of the rule of by denying them their right to be subjected to scrutiny only on the grounds of reasonable suspicion.

42 For example, see: *United States v. Brignoni-Ponce*, 422 U.S. 873, 886-87 (1975).
4. The movement of people to and within the UK and Ireland and the Common Travel Area

There are a number of ‘border points’ within Northern Ireland. There is the currently ‘invisible’ border with the Republic of Ireland, which stretches for 499 kilometres with more than 200 crossing points.\(^{46}\) Northern Ireland is separated by sea from the rest of Britain, therefore there are internal crossing points within the UK that include ports and airports. These ports also serve as border points to the rest of the world. This section will outline the current arrangement of free movement to and across the island of Ireland. The fundamental rule of immigration law in the United Kingdom is that everyone is excluded from lawful residence unless they are exempted from control or have ‘leave’. This is derived from the Immigration Act 1971 which states:

1. All those who are in this Act expressed to have the right of abode in the United Kingdom shall be free to live in, and to come and go into and from, the United Kingdom without let or hindrance...

2. Those not having that right may live, work and settle in the United Kingdom by permission and subject to such regulation and control of their entry into, stay in and departure from the United Kingdom as is imposed by this Act...\(^{47}\)

British and Commonwealth citizens with a right to abode are not subject to immigration control. All others will need permission to live, work and settle in the UK, enter or remain. In Europe, the Schengen Area, established through the Schengen Agreement 1985 and its 1990 implementing Convention,\(^{48}\) has traditionally allowed citizens of 27 states to travel without passport control.\(^{49}\) The UK and the Republic of Ireland opted

---


\(^{47}\) Immigration Act 1971, sections 1 and 2.

\(^{48}\) European Union, Convention Implementing the Schengen Agreement of 14 June 1985 between the Governments of the States of the Benelux Economic Union, the Federal Republic of Germany and the French Republic, on the Gradual Abolition of Checks at their Common Borders (Schengen Implementation Agreement), 19 June 1990.

out of Schengen, however, European Economic Area (EEA) nationals have a right to admission and residence under EU law.\(^5\) This is also established under section 7 of the Immigration Act 1988.\(^5\) EEA nationals do not need passports to travel, but are required to have a valid identity card.\(^5\) In the case of other nationals, passports, or refugee documents are required.\(^5\)

Although the UK and Ireland have opted out of Schengen, a Common Travel Area (CTA) has almost continually existed between the two states since 1922 which has allowed Irish, Northern Irish and British nationals to travel to and from each country without the requirement of a passport. As Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland are part of the EU, and the border barely discernible, there is no requirement that EU citizens need to produce a passport to cross the border. However, if individuals arrive into Northern Ireland or the Republic of Ireland at a port or airport, they will need to produce a valid passport or national identity card issued by an EEA country.\(^5\)

Despite its de facto existence since the creation of the Irish Free State in 1922, the origins of the CTA between Britain and Ireland remain largely unknown.\(^5\) Originally based upon an administrative agreement, it has been confirmed within the laws of both Ireland and the United Kingdom, although it is not established by any specific treaty regulating its operation (however, there have been recent calls for one)\(^5\). It has been argued that its existence has been a response to a pragmatic response by Britain and Ireland to the ‘practical and political difficulties associated with an effective immigration frontier at the Irish border’.\(^5\) An interesting reminder from history relevant to current Brexit negotiations in relation to the border is when Ireland severed its links with the

\(^5\) European Union, Consolidated version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, 13 December 2007, 2008/C 115/01, Article 45. Note that there are some categories of individuals excluded from this, including individuals without incomes or criminals.
\(^5\) Immigration Act 1988, section 7.
\(^5\) Ibid.
\(^5\) Ryan, supra n 49, at 855.
\(^5\) Ryan, supra n 49, at 874.
United Kingdom in 1948, archival evidence has shown that that British officials were concerned that if Irish nationals were considered aliens, it would be costly to administer but also unworkable. One might suggest that given the conflict in Northern Ireland, and its subsequent peace process, these controls would be much more difficult to enforce.

No effective control over that border is possible, and . . . control of the main roads and railways would cause great inconvenience to the inhabitants of Northern Ireland... [it is] politically unacceptable to introduce permanent immigration controls between the island of Ireland and Great Britain.58

What appears to be a current favoured option of dealing with the movement of people into the UK, post-Brexit, is through tighter controls over work permits and access to services,59 through the Immigration Act 2014 and the Immigration Act 2016, which apply in England, and partially to Northern Ireland. The Immigration Act 2016, for example, enhances the powers that immigration authorities have in detecting where individuals who are not legally allowed within the UK are working.60 The Immigration Act 2014 introduced the concept of the ‘right to rent’ which requires landlords to check the immigration status of prospective tenants.61 The Immigration Act 2016, amending the Immigration Act 2014, requires that landlords check a potential tenant’s ‘right to rent’ or face imprisonment, or a fine, or both.62 This means that private landlords, including those who sub-let or take in lodgers, must check the right of prospective tenants to be in the country. These checks are currently only mandatory in England. Under sections 38 and 39 of the Immigration Act 2014 a health charge was introduced for persons without immigration status, requiring the NHS to conduct immigration checks (it was the case that the NHS would have to share information with the Home

58 Committee on Preparation for the Meeting of Commonwealth Prime Ministers, Memorandum CPM (48) 11, 5 October 1948, and the related letter from Lord Jowitt to Prime Minister, Clement Attlee of 9 October 1948 (PRO, CAB 1/46) (in Ryan, supra n 49, at 860.
60 For example, by appointing a new Director of Labour Market Enforcement, an Intelligence Hub, creating a new criminal offence to tackle serious breaches of the law by employers and changing the Gangmasters Licensing Authority into the Gangmasters and Labour Abuse Authority, which has a wider remit and stronger powers to deal with labour exploitation across the economy.
61 Section 21 of the Act provides details on who is disqualified by immigration status as having a right to right, or who has a limited right to rent.
62 Immigration Act 2016, 33C.
Office. This has been revoked). Although health is a devolved matter in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, these provisions apply across the UK. This is because the UK government has responsibility for immigration matters. Under section 40 of the Immigration Act 2014, there is a prohibition on opening current accounts for ‘disqualified persons’ (those without leave to remain in the UK), meaning that banks and building societies must conduct ‘status checks’ before accounts may be opened. This applies to all the United Kingdom. Under section 40C of the Immigration Act 2014, the Secretary of State has the powers to freeze the bank account of a disqualified person. These powers apply across the United Kingdom.

It is difficult to see how powers not already extended to Northern Ireland, will be, or how they could be enhanced, particularly given the backlash to the Windrush scandal, and the de-escalating of the ‘hostile environment’. In addition, the ‘right to rent’ scheme, for example, has been ruled illegal by the High Court – although this decision is currently being appealed. In any case, this type of immigration control only prevents individuals from residing legally in Northern Ireland or in Britain, and accessing housing, the labour market and healthcare. It does not prevent individuals from living or working illegally or travelling within the country or to Britain from Northern Ireland. Additional immigration controls will still be required for these individuals.

5. Racial profiling in Irish immigration control

Operation Gull is a joint operation between Garda Síochána, PSNI and the UK Visas and Immigration, which has been running since 2005. It is designed to stop immigration offenders within the CTA. It is carried out mostly at Northern Ireland ports: Belfast City Airport, Belfast International Airport, Belfast City Docks and Larne Docks. It involves immigration officers being stationed at ports and asking incoming passengers on domestic flights for identification to verify their immigration status.

---

63 D Campbell ‘NHS will no longer have to share immigrants’ data with the Home Office’ The Guardian, (London, 9 May 2018).
66 ibid
These are internal crossing points, so the rules regarding questioning in-country apply. The most recent statistics published concerning Operation Gull record the ‘interception’ of 775 ‘irregular migrants’ in the year 2015/2016.67

Officers working under Operation Gull have been accused of racially profiling individuals.68 Most recently, Senator Mark Daly in the Oireachtas in the Republic of Ireland suggested those working under Operation Gull were racially profiling people who are travelling from Northern Ireland into Britain.69 A number of cases have come before the Northern Irish High Court in respect of Operation Gull, including that of Jamiu Olanreaaju Omikunle, who obtained a student visa and was unlawfully detained at Belfast International Airport on a local journey.70 In another case, a woman received an apology from the Home Office and £2,000 after an immigration official had stopped her and asked for her identification stating that she, ‘looked foreign’.71 In 2009 the NIHRC published a report into how immigration officers of the then Immigration and Nationality Directorate arrived at the decision to detain individuals.72 The report raised concerns about the way Operation Gull was conducted and argued that racial profiling was used by the UK Border Agency.73 The report recorded instances of cases where individuals claimed that they had been stopped because of their identity, for instance, individuals being asked for ID when they were the only visible ethnic minorities present.74 Although this report is now 10 years old, Operation Gull is still in operation, albeit not on a continual basis. It has been suggested that this operation may be expanded following Brexit,75 whereas it should be noted that immigration checks in the

---

68 Migrant Rights Centre Ireland, supra n 6.
69 Seanad Special Committee on the Withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union Debate, 27 April 2017.
73 ibid.
74 ibid.
London Underground stations have stopped (as will be discussed below). Racial profiling does not arise when all persons crossing a border or internal checking area are subject to no controls, or the same controls. It only arises when individuals are checked by immigration officers selectively. In the absence of full border controls, and a perceived need to control migration, ad-hoc identity controls, possibly like those of Operation Gull, could be the established norm across the CTA (if this is not the case already). This is speculative but seems entirely plausible given the history of such checks in the CTA and the perceived need to control immigration. It is therefore an imperative that more is done to make the operations of Border Force more transparent and accountable, to ensure that immigration control in the CTA is not considered to be ubiquitously racist.

6. Restricting the powers of Border Force officials to stop and question

The UK border force is responsible for controlling the border, conducting passport and identity checks at ports and airports and in other areas in-country. On arrival within the UK, a passenger with or without entry clearance will encounter an immigration officer. Immigration officers have extensive powers to examine passengers and to search or detain them under Schedule 2 of the Immigration Act 1971. Under s4(1) of the 1971 Act, immigration officers have a statutory power to give or refuse leave to enter (this is required if someone is staying in the UK for over six months). When a person has entered the UK, immigration officers do not have the same powers as the police to stop individuals in public spaces. However, they do have the power to examine any persons who have arrived in the UK under paragraph 2 or 2A of Schedule 2 of the Immigration Act 1971. This power is not confined to ports of entry but can be extended ‘in-country’.

Immigration officers can interview in-country through what is known as an ‘administrative enquiry’. This follows a three-stage process of exploratory questioning, initial examination under paragraphs 2 or 2A of schedule 2 of the Immigration Act 1971, and further examination. Exploratory questioning entails attempting to determine whether there are reasonable grounds to conduct an examination under paragraphs 2 and 2A of the Immigration Act 1971. There is no legal authority to determine that an individual should comply with exploratory questioning, and the Home Office guidance clearly states that ‘a refusal to answer questions or provide proof of their status does not, of itself, constitute a reasonable suspicion that the
person is an immigration offender'.\textsuperscript{76} This is an important point, because many individuals will feel that they need to comply with immigration officers and, in fact, unless they are being interviewed under the Immigration Act 1971, they do not. If reasonable grounds for a further interview are established, because of information a person (including a third party) provides, an individual may have an initial examination interview under paragraphs 2 or 2A of Schedule 2 to the Immigration Act 1971. The purpose of these interviews is to establish whether a person has committed a breach of immigration law and/or to gather information from a third party, or to identify if a person is liable to be removed. These can be conducted in the field or in an office.\textsuperscript{77} These are followed by further examinations, usually within immigration offices.\textsuperscript{78}

There is an overarching consideration that questioning should be intelligence led and based on reasonable suspicion. This is within the guidance which is provided to Border Force officers.\textsuperscript{79} The requirement of intelligence driven investigations is also confirmed, with respect to investigations conducted under Schedule 2, in the case of \textit{Singh v Hammond} [1987] 1 ALL ER 829, where it was stated that:

\begin{quote}
An examination [under paragraph 2 of Schedule 2 to the Immigration Act 1971] … can properly be conducted by an immigration officer away from the place of entry and on a later date after the person has already entered … if the immigration officer has some information in his possession which causes him to enquire whether the person being examined is a British citizen and, if not, …whether he should be given leave and on what conditions.\textsuperscript{80}
\end{quote}

The ‘intelligence led’ requirement is open to interpretation – no definition is provided in the Home Office guidance. In 2013, Border Force conducted immigration checks in London Underground stations. The former Immigration Minister, Mark Harper, stated

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{77} \textit{ibid}, 11.
\textsuperscript{78} \textit{ibid}, 11.
\textsuperscript{79} \textit{ibid}, 6.
\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Singh v Hammond} [1987] 1 All ER 829, para 290.
\end{flushright}
that ‘the choice of London Underground stations for spot checks was driven by intelligence, and that individuals were targeted on the basis of their behaviour rather than their physical appearance’. Yet, at the time immigration officers had a broad discretion under the guidance to conduct immigration checks with ‘avoiding eye contact’ deemed a reason suitable for stopping an individual. These checks were criticised as involving racial profiling. The guidance also states that questioning under the Immigration Act 1971 is allowed of a person ‘who does not obviously meet the intelligence basis’, meaning that intelligence is not always a requirement for questioning someone. The power of immigration officers to do this is wide-ranging, and includes stopping an individual because of how they behave – as the guidance states ‘where a person gives reasonable cause for suspicion that they are someone who requires leave but does not have it or that they may be removed from the United Kingdom by their behaviour (for example an attempt to conceal themselves or leave hurriedly’). Once a person is subjected to a formal interview under the Immigration Act 1971, they are under an obligation to answer questions to the immigration officer. This is confirmed in Singh, where it states:

When a person is examined under para 2(1), or indeed under para 2(3), then under para 4 of Schedule 2 he is under a duty

'to furnish to the person carrying out the examination all such information in his possession as that person may require for the purpose of his functions under that paragraph'
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84 The other reasons include: from their answers to exploratory questions about the whereabouts of a person named or described in intelligence, by any documentation which they present to identify themselves and/or their immigration status in the UK that appears to be a forgery or is otherwise reasonably suspected of being used to deceive, at private addresses, or where there is reason to believe that the status of a person, for example a spouse or child, may be dependent on the status of the suspect and where there is intelligence that communal premises are being used to accommodate offenders (Home Office, supra n 76, 7.)
In other words, a person who is the subject of an examination properly carried out under para 2(1) is not entitled to refuse to answer the questions. He is under a duty to answer them. The duty is enforced by s 26(1)(b) under which it is an offence not to furnish the information that he is required to furnish.\textsuperscript{85}

The remit of the powers of immigration officers is too open to interpretation, creating the potential for abuse, not only with respect to invasion of privacy, but in creating an environment where racial profiling could flourish. An individual could be stopped and subjected to an interview under the Immigration Act 1971, where they can be compelled to answer questions, without reasonable suspicion and with little discernible justification. Given that a decision is made by the immigration officer alone on whether someone ‘leaves hurriedly’, for example, creates the potential for abuse of power. In busy transit areas such as the London Underground or in ports, individuals are often likely be in a hurry. Even if they are not, an immigration officer may simply suggest that they are, and the individual will find it difficult disputing the contrary. This makes racial profiling always, to a degree, inevitable. It will be argued below that to prevent racial profiling ad-hoc checks like these should cease. However, if they are to continue, there is a question mark over whether the guidance is currently appropriate in terms of the wide powers it grants immigration officers. It seems more acceptable, to curtail racial profiling, that all identity checks should be intelligence led, with the potential of that intelligence being reviewable by an appropriate independent third party, such as an ombudsman, should a complaint be made.

Germany offers a method that could help to prevent racial profiling in this context. The German courts appear to go further than the European Court of Human Rights in providing protection against racial profiling. Article 22.1(a) of the German Federal Police Act (Bundespolizeigesetz) allowed members of the Federal Police forces to stop, identify and search any person ('jede person') inside train stations or in the proximity thereof without regard to the conduct of the individual or any reasonable suspicion. This rule was interpreted by the German Institute for Human Rights as an
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open door to arbitrariness in policing, and it was argued that it could have led to substantial racial profiling practices.\textsuperscript{86} This was eventually quashed by the Higher Administrative Court of Rheinland-Pfalz in 2016.\textsuperscript{87} The Court in this case found that in cases of racial discrimination there is a switch in the burden of proof, so that the State must prove that ethnicity was not one of the decisive criteria for stopping a person for an identity check.\textsuperscript{88} This is a potential preventative guard against racial profiling, and it is recommended here that this same shift in the burden of proof should apply when an allegation of racial profiling has been made. This places a burden on immigration officials to be always cognisant of why they are stopping individuals, and one would assume to be required to write to notes detailing their reasons for stopping persons, enabling a strong safeguard against racial profiling. If allegations are made of racial profiling, an immigration officer should be in the position to defend that he or she stopped the person in question for a legitimate reason. In respect of this, it is not suggested a high standard of proof would be required. Reasonable explanations equating, in the English and Welsh legal system, of meeting the threshold of the civil standard of balance of probabilities should be enough.

7. Is enhanced surveillance of immigration officers the answer?

As previously stated, there can be difficulties obtaining evidence of racial profiling when it takes place, because it happens in areas of transit, and because Border Force have a wide remit in justifying why they might stop someone. Border Force agents are not routinely monitored by independent observers, and it would be unrealistic to expect this to happen. In the United States, the Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) Body Camera Bill 2017 was introduced to require all immigration and custom enforcement


officials to wear body-worn cameras, although to date it has not been formally enacted. In May 2018, US Customs and Border Protection began testing the use of body cameras in nine locations. According to the Bill, a recording shall be provided to each party to any administrative proceeding, civil action, or criminal prosecution to which it pertains. Democratic Congresswoman, Yvette Clarke, who introduced the Bill to Congress stated:

As Donald Trump has dramatically expanded the number of undocumented Americans who are a priority for deportation, many immigrants in Brooklyn and across the United States now fear a knock on the door in the middle of the night...These immigrants as well as advocates are concerned about the possibility of abuse... We need to establish procedures that protect their rights. Immigrants and their families are entitled to respect for their humanity and to the full rights guaranteed under the law. With the ICE Body Camera Act of 2017, we will secure their rights.

It might be argued that the video surveillance of immigration and asylum interviewing by the Home Office, through body-worn cameras, is something which could lead to greater accountability of immigration officers. In Northern Ireland, like in the rest of the United Kingdom, many police units wear body-worn cameras. These wearable cameras are clipped to uniforms or are worn as a headset. They serve several functions – first, they are designed to increase the transparency of police behaviour by documenting events and serve as a reliable source of evidence of interactions between the police and citizens. Second, because of this, it is considered that they will act as a deterrent to the misuse of force. Third, because of the deterrent effect, it is considered that confidence in policing will increase. Fourth, body-worn
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cameras can provide evidence that the police are doing their jobs in an appropriate manner, which can be useful if a complaint is subsequently made against them.  

Body-worn cameras might have a wider use in preventing abuse and the video surveillance of the interactions between Border Force officials and members of the public could be used to prevent racial profiling. If an individual is claiming that racial profiling is taking place, the evidence obtained using body-worn cameras could be used to support a legal claim (or complaint to the Ombudsman) that a person/s of a profile are being stopped for identity checks. Safeguards are normally adopted for the use of body-worn cameras. For example, the United States ICE Body Camera Bill of 2017 states that ICE must establish policies for: when officers should wear, activate, and deactivate such cameras, the effective placement of such cameras, receiving and storing accurate recordings, the proper management and use of such cameras; and the availability of recordings to the subjects of removal proceedings, victims of crime, and the general public and for internal use by law enforcement officials. However, there are logistical and privacy issues with Border Force officials wearing body-worn cameras.

While body-worn cameras could have the potential of preventing discrimination, it is not proposed here that they should be used, as they could have the potential to impose further arbitrary measures against individuals in contravention to their rights to privacy. Bordering is an increasingly problematic issue, where technologies are being looked to as a solution to the managing of the flow of people and things. We live in a world full of closed-circuit video cameras, smartphones, facial recognition systems and a variety of other methods of technological surveillance. Due to this there has been a massive expansion of the use of surveillance technologies, databases and biometrics. The growing use of body-worn cameras in law enforcement creates ethical issues and privacy threats, which could become particularly problematic issues as
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states further seek to use data for immigration control. In this environment, in Foucauldian terms, visibility may be a trap, where video evidence designed to prevent racial profiling, begins to be used as a tool of surveillance by the state. As Zuboff suggests, every surveillant technology that can be used for observation and control, will be used for these purposes – these technologies tend to creep from their original intent towards greater societal control. This can be viewed in how forms of surveillance, such as facial recognition, are increasingly being used and can now, for example, be seen being deployed in the streets in the United Kingdom where members of the public are being watched.

There are also issues with regards to how data is stored, and for how long. Although being legally challenged at the time of writing, the Data Protection Act 2018 in the UK provides an immigration exception under Schedule 2, Part 1, para 4 which would remove fundamental data subject rights if the ‘data controller’ thinks the disclosure of that data would ‘prejudice’ ‘the maintenance of effective immigration control’, or ‘the investigation or detection of activities that would undermine the maintenance of effective immigration control’. Under the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) we have rights to restrict processing, to object to the processing, to erasure of data, and to be provided information about what our data will be used for when it is collected from us. Each of these rights, would be exempted if a data controller decided disclosure would ‘prejudice… effective immigration control’. Therefore, in theory, immigration data does not require to be destroyed. There is a question mark whether this might apply to information obtained from body-worn
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cameras, but there is no suggestion that it might not. In addition, an exception like this provides an indication of the UK government’s views on how data should be treated when it relates to immigration concerns, lending credence to the view that data stored from body-worn cameras could be used for additional surveillance. In addition to these issues is an operational one – body-worn cameras worn by the police are not permanently switched on, for example, if an officer needs to go to the toilet, he or she should not be recorded. Individuals wearing body-worn cameras will therefore have control over recordings, which could mean that a Border Force official could switch off his or her camera to conduct an identity check they did not wish to be recorded.

Given these issues, the enhanced surveillance of Border Force agents is not the answer. Rather, the answer appears to be in prohibiting the very act itself. The law is likely to have a limited effect in preventing racial profiling as a de jure or de facto practice where ad-hoc immigration checks take place in-country. Although greater accountability and a tightening of the rules with regards to when individuals should be questioned can help, much of the time the evidential requirements needed to prove that racial profiling has taken place can make proving it difficult (although not impossible as shown in previous successful cases). Within this paradigm, where racial profiling is likely to continue to occur with relative impunity, to prevent discriminatory practices continuing, it is argued that Operation Gull in Northern Ireland should cease, in addition to any further ad-hoc immigration checks.

8. Accountability

The first EU-wide survey of immigrant and ethnic minority groups’ experiences of discrimination and victimisation shows that the inadequacy of complaint mechanisms is resulting in a serious problem of under-reporting of violations in Europe, which in
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turn represents a violation, even if indirect, of the right to a fair and effective remedy.\textsuperscript{105} This is one of the reasons why EU anti-discrimination legislation and the EU Agency for Fundamental Rights have long recommended Member States to institute remedy systems that encompass non-judicial avenues considered more cost-efficient and accessible to victims.\textsuperscript{106} In general terms, non-judicial remedies seem at least a necessary addition to court remedies in order to guarantee the accountability of law enforcement in cases of racial profiling.

Remedies should combine judicial avenues with the availability of a non-judicial, independent system of complaints and clear sanctions against the perpetrators.\textsuperscript{107} Currently, non-judicial independent avenues do not exist at the level of European law\textsuperscript{108} and Member State law often offers little support in this respect. For instance, under the 2015 Home Security Act of Spain\textsuperscript{109} an explicit and clear prohibition of racial profiling is not at hand and no non-judicial independent complaint bodies or procedures exist that would allow potential victims to seek redress.\textsuperscript{110} These shortcomings of the complaint system might explain that as of September 2017 no complaints, either criminal or otherwise, have been filed in Spain against state police forces for reason of racial profiling.\textsuperscript{111}

In Northern Ireland, there have been cases where individuals have successfully taken the Home Office to court for racial profiling. Currently the Equality Commission

\begin{itemize}
  \item Article 13 of the European Convention on Human Rights.
  \item See for instance Article 7(1) of the EU Racial Equality Directive 2000/43/EC, which directs Member States to ‘ensure that judicial and/or administrative procedures, including where they deem it appropriate conciliation procedures, for the enforcement of obligations under this Directive are available…’
  \item Article 15 of the Racial Equality Directive provides that ‘Member States shall lay down the rules on sanctions applicable to infringements of the national provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive and shall take all measures necessary to ensure that they are applied. The sanctions, which may comprise the payment of compensation to the victim, must be effective, proportionate and dissuasive.’
  \item The mandate of the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) does not include any sort of complaint system open to potential victims, see: <http://www.coe.int/ecri>
  \item LO 4/2015 de protección de la seguridad ciudadana, 30 March 2015.
  \item This information has been obtained through direct consultation with the Central Unit for Border Control of the Policía Nacional. Consultation no. 48471.
\end{itemize}
in Northern Ireland can take cases on behalf of individuals in limited instances and provide guidance and assistance. Further legal claims should be encouraged and financially supported. In the United Kingdom, if an individual has a complaint about the standard of service received from Border Force, or the professional conduct of Border Force staff or contractors, he or she can email or write to Border Force directly. According to the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman, in 2016-2017 Border Force received 73 complaints, 40 of which were assessed internally. There are obvious issues surrounding the Home Office investigating complaints against its staff directly. The lack of independence of those handling complaints can lead to allegations of bias, and thus a lack of public confidence in the system. There is a plethora of research on the need for an independent complaint’s mechanism in policing, which cite much of the same rationale which applies here, and where much rhetoric around immigration and asylum within politics and society is hostile, even amongst elites, this necessitates a greater need to ensure that complaints are dealt with independently and impartially.

All complaints relating to the conduct of Border Force on issues of racial profiling could be dealt with by PONI, where currently they only have a limited remit. PONI was set up to deal with police complaints independently. The Hayes Report 1997 and the Patten Report 1999 both recommended the creation of an independent system for dealing with complaints. The Patten Report and the
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establishment of PONI was designed to herald a new age in policing in Northern Ireland, where transparency and accountability were core to proceedings. PONI has a wide remit to investigate all complaints against the police. It cannot prosecute police officers, but it can refer cases to the Director of Public Prosecutions for Northern Ireland. It can make recommendations of specific actions which should be taken direct disciplinary matters to be brought against police officers. These include, for example, recommendations that officers attend formal disciplinary proceedings with the PSNI. Disciplinary proceedings may result, for example, in management advice, a written warning, a final written warning, reduction in rank, or dismissal with or without notice.

PONI already has a remit to deal with complaints arising from Border Force but only if these are ‘serious’ in nature. This is a relatively new power for PONI, which came into force in March 2015. Although racial profiling, theoretically, could lead to a complaint to PONI, it could be argued that individual complaints may not be considered sufficiently serious to fall under their auspices. This might be different if widespread and systematic abuse was uncovered.

The lack of accountability of Border Force to PONI appears to be a striking oversight. Immigration officers are agents of the State, and so it appears antithetical to the spirit of the Patten Report that Border Force agents would be treated differently to the PSNI in overseeing their executive actions. It is argued here that Border Force officials should be subject to the complete oversight of PONI as they are a policing force, exercising extensive executive functions. If Border Force officials were deemed to have racially profiled individuals, they could be subject to the same proceedings as police officers are. This would provide a deterrent effect against misconduct and provide a more rigorous safeguard against the potential for racial profiling. It may also allow for a greater insight into the scale of racial profiling taking place, as individuals may be encouraged to submit a complaint who might have otherwise been unwilling to commit to pursuing litigation. PONI would also have the power to review whether immigration checking is taking place for the correct reasons. As argued previously,
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intelligence should be the sole criteria for immigration controls, in-country. PONI, could review intelligence to ensure that it is appropriate for actions to be taken by Border Force. This is particularly important because ‘intelligence’ is open to interpretation - safeguards should be in place to ensure that the concept is not be treated too liberally.

9. Conclusion

Racial profiling is not a new phenomenon in the Common Travel Area. There have been criminal cases and cases settled out of court concerning it, and reports of incidents of it happening for several years. Brexit poses an additional threat to a human rights-based immigration system with the Common Travel Area. Its consequence is a requirement that immigration from EU states is controlled and given the large number of EU nationals who are not British or Irish, residing within or travelling to the UK from Ireland, the potential for an increase in racial profiling without safeguards is substantial. However, the issue is not simply a Brexit-related one – if the UK decide to stay within the European Union the issue will remain. The central argument to article is that, to prevent racial profiling, ad-hoc immigration checks should stop. This means, in Northern Ireland, the cessation of Operation Gull. However, if they are to continue, it should be stressed the current remit that immigration officers have to stop and question individuals is too wide, that it should be intelligence led, with no grounds for assuming reasonable suspicion on spurious grounds such as ‘walking hurriedly’. To discard of these requirements would enable some protection against abuse of power by immigration officers. In addition, when an allegation of racial profiling has been made, the burden of proof should be placed on to immigration officers to evidence that they have stopped and questioned individuals for appropriate reasons and provide reasonable explanations for their actions. In addition, this article argued that Border Force, like the PSNI, should be made fully accountable to PONI – this would mean extending their remit so that they cover all complaints – not just those that are serious in nature. It was also assessed in this article whether immigration officers could wear body-worn cameras, but ultimately this was dismissed as an undue interference into the privacy rights of individuals, where concerns over ‘mission creep’ of the state’s role in surveillance are very real.